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WendyHeller

Poppea'sLegacy:TheJulio-Claudianson the

Venetian Stage ClaudioMonteverdi'sfinalopera,L'incoronazionedi Poppea,
haslong inhabiteda privilegedplaceboth in the
literature
andon the stage.Althoughmanyconsider
musicological

his L'Orfeo(Mantua,1607), taughtto virtuallyevery music appreciation student, to be the "first great opera," L'incoronazione
di
Poppeahas become one of the most frequentlyperformedand recorded seventeenth-centuryoperas, as well as a work that has
proved endlesslyfascinatingto generationsof scholars.Despite (or
perhapsbecause of) the controversiesconcerning its authenticity
and an ending that has been long regardedas morallyambivalent,
Poppeahas been burdened-arguably overburdened-with a myriad of interpretativeapproachesthat almost invariablypay tribute
to its exceptional nature.1
But how differentis Monteverdi'sfinal opera from those of
his contemporaries?Opera may have been born in the rarefied
atmosphereof the Northern Italiancourtsas a sort of sophisticated
aesthetic experiment, nurturedby the humanisticleanings of its
idealisticcreatorsand well-suited to celebrate dynasticmarriages
and other majorevents. But by the time the elderMonteverdihad
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penned L'incoronazionedi Poppeain 1643, the genre had become a
well-established commercial enterprise in the Republic of Venice.
When the first opera theater opened there in 1637, opera becamefor better or worse-a uniquely Venetian phenomenon, inextricably linked not only with carnival pleasures and their associated license, but also with the Republic's expression of its own special
mythology. For all of Monteverdi's unmatched skill as a composer,
L'incoronazionedi Poppeawas one of dozens of Venetian operas that
were used in a dynamic game of competition and repetition, in
which literary, musical, and ideological concerns regularly intersected with, and accommodated, market forces.2
This is precisely the issue that led Walker, for example, to
question interpretive efforts with regard to any Venetian opera:
"Any attempt to demonstrate the peculiar characteristics of a seventeenth-century Venetian opera risks going against the grain of
history. The nature of the repertory does not encourage us to
think that individuality of the artistic product was a main, consciously desired aim: like replaces like, though always with a difference. How can we be sure that by placing in relief what seem to
us the peculiarities of a work (that is the interesting elements
which we discover there and not elsewhere) we reveal those aspects which determined its success or failure, its relative acceptance or rejection?"3
But Poppeahas attracted special attention for other reasonsin particular its undeniably brilliant music, the idiosyncratic treatment of its subject matter, and the unusual literary climate in
which the libretto was written. Poppea is one of a number of
Venetian operas written in the middle of the century linked to the
infamous Accademia degli Incogniti, Venice's pre-eminent literary society, associated with libertine causes and heterodox beliefs-and an oddly conservative devotion to patriotic causes.
Moreover, the opera's subject-imperial Rome and the deeds (or
2 Among the standardwritings on early opera and humanism,see BarbaraRussano
andtheCreation
of OperaStudiesin Musicology
Hanning,Of PoetryandMusic'sPower:Humanism
(AnnArbor,1980),XIII. On the criticalrole of Venice in the developmentof operaas an
see Rosand, Operain Seventeenthgenre,andits relationshipto Venetianself-representation,
of a Genre(Berkeley,1991).
CenturyVenice:The Creation
in AurelioAureliand
3 ThomasWalker,"'Ubi Lucius':Thoughtson ReadingMedoro,"
Partitura
in
FrancescoLucio (ed. GiovanniMorelliandThomasWalker),IIMedoro:
dell'opera
(Milan,1984),cxlvii.
saggiointroduttivo
facsimile,edizionedellibretto,
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misdeeds) of the Julio-Claudians-seems particularlywell suited
to a variety of hermeneutic strategiesthat emphasizethe opera's
significancein contemporaryVenice.4
Indeed, the natureof Poppea'ssource materialdistinguishedit
from many contemporaryworks. For one thing, it can justly be
regardedas the firsthistoricalopera. It presentsa world in which
politics-rather than the whims of gods-control destiny, in
which man assumesultimate responsibilityfor his deeds or misdeeds. While both myth and epic rely upon the supernaturalto
or to justify the
explain the naturalworld (Ovid's Metamorphoses)
di
divine destiny of a people (Vergil's Aeneid), L'incoronazione
of
almost
exclusivelyby
Poppeapresentsa series events controlled
the desires,ambitions,and powers of mortal man.5
In this regard,the comparisonwith the earliercourt operas
and their use of ancient sources is striking.The somewhat sanitized myths of Orpheusand Euridiceor Daphne and Apollo were
suitablescriptsfor dynasticweddings, comfortablyaccommodating the Northern Italiancourts' habitualdesire for Neoplatonic
expression.But the gentle marriagebetween Ovidian myth and
pastoraldramathat characterizedMonteverdi'sfirst opera L'Orfeo
contrastsprofoundlywith the arguablylurid and morallyambivalent reinventionof imperialRoman historythatpropelsthe plot in
Poppea.With Poppea,opera relinquished its dependence upon
myth and the supersensibleworld. It discoveredthe vast canvasof
history,in which the narrativestructure-the beginning, middle,
and end of the drama-is not definitively circumscribedin the
sources, and in which the patently unrealisticpractice of sung
dramaseems to have unexpected power to convey complex nodi Poppea,the librettistGiovanni
tions of reality.In L'incoronazione
FrancescoBusenello ended the action with the marriageof the
Emperor Nero to his mistressPoppea-a historicalmoment in
which vice apparentlytriumphsover virtue-and thus discomfited
countlessscholarsandinspireda level of scrutinyfarsurpassingthat
of any other Venetian opera.
Also of importanceis the peculiarnatureof the primaryhistoricalsource in question-the writingsof the influentialfirstcen4 For an extensive discussion of the Accademia degli Incogniti and its literary and political
interests, see Heller, Emblemsof Eloquence,48-81; Rosand, "Seneca."
5 Heller, "Tacitus Incognito," 49.
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tury historian, Cornelius Tacitus. The opera's connection to
Tacitus has been a particularly rich point of departure for interpreters because of his overwhelming popularity during the early
modern period as a moral and political advisor. Poppeais only one
of several mid-seventeenth-century publications to explore the
virtues and vices of the Julio-Claudians that form a persistent and
coherent statement about imperial excess-and dangers of female
power-that was well understood in the context of Republican
values and compatible with the philosophical leanings of the
Venetian Accademia degli Incogniti.6
But even beyond the subject matter and its political significance in mid-seventeenth century Venice, there is something
incongruous about this particular marriage between history and
opera that may well be of significance to understanding other operas inspired by Tacitus. The point is not merely that the abundance of historical detail resists easy collapsing into a three-act opera. The other primary authorities for the period-Suetonius and
Dio Cassius-seem more interested in telling a good tale than does
Tacitus, and they provide many more of the sensational events that
he omitted or glossed. But Tacitus' much-lauded brevity, his concise rhetoric, and his detached and often-ironic attitude toward his
historical subjects-qualities admired and even emulated by some
Venetian writers-seem antithetical to the lyricism and sensuality
of Monteverdi's music, or any music for that matter. At times, the
opera seems almost an advertisement for, or demonstration of, the
very ills against which Tacitus warned, or it threatens to dislodge
the ironic distance from, or marked disapproval of, the historical
subjects that marks his writing. The seductive lyricism of Monteverdi's music sometimes champions and even empowers immoral
characters;at other times, however, Monteverdi endowed the virtuous with the musical upper hand.
This sort of ambivalence has confounded, for example, attempts to understand Monteverdi's characterization of the philosopher Seneca, whom his opera arguably both praises and scorns.
Just as Monteverdi's parodic settings of Seneca's philosophical
musings proclaim the futility of the Stoic cause, the eloquence of
the philosopher's death scene in the center of the opera resets the
6 This notion is explored in detail in Heller, "Tacitus Incognito." See also, idem,Emblemsof
Eloquence,139-152.
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moral compass in a far more reassuring fashion. Music thus has the
power simultaneously to strengthen and weaken a given point of
view, not unlike Tacitus' often-equivocal treatment of his historical subjects.7
This essay explores one facet of the complex encounter between Venetian opera and Tacitus that began with L'incoronazione
di Poppeaand a number of nonoperatic treatments of Tacitus published by Venetian authors in the mid-seventeenth century, and
that continued in such subsequent works as George F. Handel's
Agrippina(1709). The focus is on a historical episode that proved
to be extraordinarily popular in contemporary Venetian writings-a sort of prequel to the action depicted in L'incoronazionedi
Poppea-the rise of Agrippina the Younger and the adoption of
her son Nero in the opera Claudio Cesare (1672), by the librettist
Aurelio Aureli and the composer Giovanni Boretti.
A comparison of Poppea and Claudio Cesare highlights the
profound changes in opera over these three decades. By the 1670s,
Venetian opera was being shaped by a number of conventional
musical and dramatic devices, some of which are only nascent in
Poppea. These include love triangles and plots driven by cross
dressing, disguise, and mistaken identity, all expressed through an
increasing number of short arias that, as many librettists lament in
their prefaces, audiences had come to expect. But comparing
Poppeawith Claudio Cesarealso provides answers to a number of
intriguing questions. How anomalous is Busenello and Monteverdi's use of Tacitus in Poppea?What are the lessons of Roman
history that continued to fascinate Venetians in the seventeenth
century? What role did music play in their expression? How might
close readings of Poppea inform interpretations of lesser-known
works that have not been subjected to the same degree of hermeneutic pressure? In short, in the post-Poppea encounters with Roman history, did operatic convention-the abundance of arias, the
use of familiar plot devices, and increased uniformity of musicdramatic structure-overrule every sincere engagement with the
historical sources? Indeed, Claudio Cesare shows that even midseventeenth-century operas-produced in a climate in which, to
paraphraseWalker, individuality was not the desired artistic aim7 On the power of Seneca's music, see Rosand, "Seneca." My own emphasis on Seneca's
lack of rhetorical power focuses exclusively on his musico-dramatic representationin Act I.
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could indeed become an eloquent means of expressing complex
historical notions.8
TACITUS,

POPPEA, AND

CLAUDIO

CESARE

Although separated by

di Poppeaand ClaudioCesareshare a
thirty years, L'incoronazione
numberof strikingfeatures.The librettistsof both operascarveda
dramaout of history that culminatesin a morallyambivalentlieto
di
fine. This featureis undoubtedlymore overt in L'incoronazione
Poppea.As noted above, a numberof interpretiveapproacheshave
been brought to bear on the opera'sseemingly unmatchedprivileging of vice over virtue: the searchfor a moral center (Seneca,
in Rosand's classic interpretation of 1978), a virtuous heroine (Drusilla, in Fenlon and Miller's reading), Neoplatonism
(Ketterer),and the centralityof the poet Lucan as an icon of republicanismand artisticfreedom (Heller).These inquirieshave focused on two primarybodies of material-the writings of the
Venetian Accademia degli Incogniti with which the librettist
Busenello was associated, and the ancient historical sources
(Suetonius'life of the Caesars,Dio Cassius'third-centuryGreek
history of the Romans, the pseudo-Senecaplay The Octavia,and,
in particular,The Annalsof Tacitus).9
In the argomento
or explanationof the plot that appearsat the
of
the
beginning
printedlibretto, Busenello cites only a single incident from Tacitusas the inspirationfor his libretto:Nero's decision to send Otho to Lusitania.Then, with a deft sleight of hand,
he explainsthat his librettopresents"il fatto diverso"-a different
event. Readers familiarwith Tacitus would certainlyhave been
awareof the discrepanciesbetween historyand Busenello'simaginative plan for his opera. Otho "deprivedof Poppaea"mighthave
succumbed to delirium (althoughTacitus reportsnothing of the
kind);Nero did repudiateand banishOctavia (ultimatelymurdering her), and Seneca committed suicide, althoughcertainlynot in
the orderprescribedin the argomentoor libretto. Otho's attempt
to murderPoppea while disguisedas Drusillais entirely fictional,
however Busenello likely borrowed the name from the Emperor
Caligula'ssister and favorite incestuous playmate. In addition to
drasticallymanipulatingthe chronology, the opera offers several
8 For an importantcomparisonof Poppeawith a laterseventeenth-century
operaon the
samesubject,see Ketterer,"NeoplatonicLightand DramaticGenre."
9 See note I for the variousinterpretiveapproaches.
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other striking challenges to the historical record, the most notable
being the distortion of Octavia's character-who, unlike her innocent and silent historical model-wields imperial politics with a
practiced hand, plotting Poppaea's murder by intimidating and
threatening Otho.10
Nonetheless, substantial evidence suggests that Poppea borrowed notions about Tacitus and imperial politics that were current in operatic and nonoperatic circles in mid-seventeenthcentury Venice. Throughout the early modern period, poets, politicians, and novelists mined Tacitus for aphorisms and wise advice
concerning monarchs. He provided invaluable advice for monarchs while painting highly cynical portraits of them that proved
useful to the supporters of both imperial and republican causes in
early Renaissance Italy. Tacitus also reminded his readers that appearances were illusory-that corruption might well lurk beneath
the most glorious displays of imperial power."
This emphasis on the deceptive nature of empire was particularly appealing in early modern Venice. Long viewing itself as the
true inheritor of Rome's glory, Venice drew considerable strength
and wisdom from Tacitus. Whereas the glorious Roman republic
had succumbed to the temptations of empire, Venice's longevity
depended upon its ability to avoid the ills that had plagued the
Roman Empire. Moreover, certain political machinations that
earned Tacitus' disapproval-in particular notions about "ragione
di stato," or reason of state (the notion that the preservation of the
state was more important than any moral considerations), explored
earlier in the seventeenth century by such commentators as
Giovanni Botero and Traiolino Boccalini-retained their relevance for subsequent generations. For several of Busenello's contemporaries, who explored this generation ofJulio-Claudians in a
series of nonoperatic publications, the most important message
was about the dangers of female power in the context of empire.
The primary negative model was Agrippina the younger, the
mother of Nero (although Messalina's debaucheries provided lesIo Busenello, Delle horeociose(Venice, 1656). Busenello's most drastic manipulation of the
chronology involved moving the death of Seneca from the year 65 A.D. to 62 A.D., prior to
the death of Octavia. See idem, "Tacitus Incognito," 86. On Monteverdi and Busenello's
changes to the historical Octavia, see idem, "O delle donne miserabil sesso."
II Of the many sources on Tacitus in the early modern period, see Ronald Mellor, Tacitus
(London, 1993); Peter Burke, "Tacitism," in T. A. Dorey (ed.), Tacitus(London, 1969), 149172.
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sons of a different sort). The writings of Pallavicino, Pona,
Malipiero (members of the Venetian Accademia degli Incogniti),
as well as two plays by Zaguri plays that post-date Poppea, all provided a telling gloss on Tacitus that vividly demonstrated the dire
consequences of female rule.12
Of note in all of these writings is the tendency to blame
Agrippina for Nero's ills-a strategy that is markedly different
from the one employed in the tragic play The Octavia, long mistakenly attributed to Seneca, which Sullivan describes as a "diatribe against Nero." But whereas The Octaviaemphasized Nero's
evils, even constructing a sympathetic, guilt-ridden Poppaea,
Venetian writers followed Tacitus by favoring a less than complementary view of Agrippina, weaving their stories into a forbidding
narrative that only applauded the superior virtue of the masculine
Venetian Republic.13
But what makes all of these Venetian treatments of Tacitus so
compelling in the context of opera is their emphasis on
Agrippina's sins and their relative comfort with Nero's presumed
descent into tyranny. In the novelleof Malipiero and Pallavicino,
poor mothering emerges as the cause of Nero's crimes and misdemeanors; both authors cite Tacitus' innuendos about the incestuous relationship between mother and son. (In his L'imperatrice
ambiziosa, Malipiero even goes so far as to declare that matricide
was perhaps an appropriate response to Agrippina's crimes.) The
Zaguri plays, on the other hand, focus on Agrippina's willingness
to manipulate others to achieve her political goals and introduce
important figures not used in Busenello's libretto-the freedmen
Callistus, Pallas, and Narcissus, all pawns or victims of Agrippina's
ambitions. As all of these writers emphasized, Agrippina's primary
motivation was the desire to see her son become emperor, and her
deft control of politics-her understanding of "ragione di stato"allowed her to achieve this goal, much to the detriment of the
Roman Empire.14
12 ThesewritingsincludeFrancescoPona,LaMessalina
(Venice,1628);FediricoMalipiero,
ambiziosa
(Venice,1642);FerrantePallavicino,Le dueAgrippinae
(Venice,1642);
L'imperatrice
PietroAngelo Zaguri,La Messalina
(Venice,
(Venice,1656)and Legelosiepolitche,& amorose
1657).Fora more detailedtreatmentof the Venetianusesof Tacitusfromwhich this discussion derives,see Heller, "TacitusIncognito,"51-62.
andPoliticsin theAge of Nero(Ithaca,1985), 72
13 J.P. Sullivan,Literature
Sex, Power,
14 On the detailsof Agrippina'smanycrimes,see AnthonyBarrett,Agrippina:
andPoliticsin theEarlyEmpire(New Haven, 1996).Heller, "TacitusIncognito,"57-59. In
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This background is of primary importance in understanding
the uses of Tacitus in Poppea, as well as some of the opera's oftnoted peculiarities. Agrippina does not appear in the opera, but
Ottavia adopts some of her mother-in-law's penchant for blackmail and political intrigue. Music plays no small role in the retelling of history; for example, Poppea's lush duetting with
Nerone and Ottavia's lack of lyrical skill have much to say about
the pleasures and dangers of female power. Monteverdi's musical
setting also portrays Seneca as both an object of mockery for his
adherence to Stoicism and as a noble and admirable martyr to the
cause of virtue in his lushly chromatic suicide scene. Even the
freedoms associated with the vanished republic find unexpected
expression in the suggestive duet between Nerone and Lucano
(Act II, scene 6), in which the emperor is mesmerized-even sexually aroused-by the singing Lucan, the author of Pharsalia,who
was associated with republican causes. The actions and words of
the characters present one perspective of the historical discourse,
and the music another.15
AGRIPPINA
AND CLAUDIOCESARE ClaudioCesare,written in 1672,
was Aureli's sixteenth drama. It was dedicated to Duke Johann
Friedrich of Braunscheig and Lunenberg, brother to Ernst August
and Georg Wilhelm. All three of the Hannoverian dukes were
well known for their patronage of Venetian opera. Aureli had
dedicated several librettos to them in the past, and they undoubtedly brought to Venice their own views about imperial destinies.
Ernst August would become the father of George I, although at
this point the dukes seem to have been more attentive to the pleasures of carnival and their Venetian mistresses.16
Aureli's letter to the reader at the outset of the libretto provides clues to his attitudes about his own poetic efforts. Assuming
a conventionally self-deprecating stance, he observes that Claudio
Cesarecontains more arias and ariettas than "accidenti." But, he
ambiziosa
, Malipierowritesof Agrippina,"Cursedambitionto reigninducesthis
L'imperatrice
most dishonestmotherto offerherselfto her son as a concubine"(I3I).

15 Heller, Emblemsof Eloquence,137-154; Rosand, "Seneca"; Heller, "Tacitus Incognito,"
73-9116 Aureli, Claudio Cesare(Venice, 1672); Vassilis Vavoulis, "A Venetian World in Letters:
The Massi Correspondence at the Haupstaatrarchivin Hannover," Notes, LIX (2003), 556609.
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laments, such is the nature of drammaper musica.He then passes the
blame to the capricious nature of Venetian audiences. He describes the composer-Giovanni Antonio Boretti-as "the Apollo
who has animated this drama." Their collaboration was undoubtedly comfortable; the two had already worked together on
Eliogabalo,first set by Francesco Cavalli, as well as on the revised
version of Ercolein Tebe.17

Despite his apologies-and his ostensibledisdainfor his audience-Aureli suppliesa detailedargomentofor ClaudioCesare.Of
note are the striking differencesin both style and substancebetween this argomento and Busenello's concise one for L'incoronazione di Poppea,in which he blended one historicalfact with a series of verisimilar suppositions that he subjected to drastic
chronologicalmanipulations.In 1672, Aureli followed what had
become standardpractice during the second half of the century;
his argomentoclearlydelineatestwo distinct parts.The first outlines the materialsborrowed from ancient sources (in this case
Tacitus), and the second explains the libretto's entirely fictional
events, which were nonethelessplausiblein the context of operatic convention.
Not only did Aureli include a far more detailedrecitationof
majorevents deriveddirectlyfrom Tacitus'Annalsthan Busenello
did; he was also farmore attentiveto chronology.All of the events
recounted in the opera can be safelyassociatedwith the years 49
to 50 A.D., culminatingwith the adoption of Nero on February
25, 50 A.D. (see Table I). Moreover, with the exception of the
Nurse Drusa and the servantNiso-stock operaticfigures-all of
the charactersare drawn from Tacitus.
In the firstportion of the libretto, Aureli deals with the historical materialthat comprisesthe centralportion of the opera's
plot-Claudius' adoption of Nero as his heir because of the
influence of Agrippinaand her lover Pallas.He includes an abbreviated discussion of the preamble to Claudius' marriageto his
niece Agrippina from the opening of Book 12 of the Annals.
Rather than discussingthe freedmenNarcissusand Callistus,who
playeda vital role in Claudius'court (each championingdifferent
women to be Claudius' new wife), Aureli mentions only Pallas
in Seventeenth-Century
Venice" in this
17 See Mauro Calcagno,"CensoringEliogabalo
volume.
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(Pallante), recounting as well Tacitus' claim that Pallas had been
Agrippina's lover (Annals 12.25): "Bound to Agrippina, first as the
promoter of her marriage and then her lover, he still urged Claudius to think of the interests of State." He then describes how
Pallas persuaded Claudius that Agrippina was the better choice,
since she would bring Germanicus' grandson Nero to the family,
who was worthy of imperial rank. Aureli's brief mention of Pallas'
Arcadian ancestry (Annals 12.53), though of no importance in the
opera, demonstrates the care with which he ladled historical information into his argomento."18
A second point discussed in the first portion of the argomento
concerns the earthquake and strange portents that presumably sent
Claudio to the Temple of Diana to make sacrifices. As Annals
12.43 reports, "several prodigies occurred that year: Birds of evil
omen perched on the Capital, houses were leveled by frequent
shocks of earthquake, and panic spread, all the work were trodden
down in the hurry and confusion of the crowd. Scanty crops too,
and consequent famine." Of no small importance in the actual opera, however, is Aureli's interpretation of the facts. He presents the
earthquake as a consequence of the adoption of Nero, a point not
made explicitly by Tacitus.19
The same sleight of hand is evident in the mention of Claudius' sacrifices in the Temple of Diana, which are dramatized in
the opening of the opera as a celebration of a peace treaty. Tacitus
also describes these sacrifices, albeit in an entirely different and
much darker context: In order to insure that Nero would marry
Claudius' daughter Octavia, Agrippina contrived a false accusation
against Octavia's betrothed, Lucius Silanus. On the day of Nero
and Octavia's wedding, Silanus commits suicide. Claudius then
decides to make sacrifices in the Temple of Diana in order to ward
off evil. What Aureli has done, however, is to cull two events
18 Aureli'sargomentoomitsanymentionof Vitellius,the censor,who actuallyspoketo the
senateandpersuadedthem to changethe law regardingmarriagebetweena niece anduncle
Ambiziosa
(Annals,12. 4). In 1642, Malipiero,L'Imperatrice
(Venice,1642), providedan illuminatingexpansionof thispassage,whichAurelimightwell haveknown.Not only doesit present a distinctlyVenetian point of view on the liabilitiesof imperialpolitics (and the
consequencesof Pallas'collusionwith Agrippina),but an explanation,howeverindignant,of
why Claudiusmight have preferredNero to his own son.
19 Annals12.64alsomentionsothereventsfromthatyear,includingvariousauguries,such
as "soldiers'standardsand tents set in a blaze by lightening,swarmof bees settlingon the
summitof the capitol;birthof monsters,half-manandbeasts,which prefigurethe deathof
Claudius."
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Table 1 Use of Tacitus in Claudio Cesare (1672).
TACITUS

HISTORICAL EVENT

USE IN ARGOMENTO

Annals
3:66-69

Gaius Silanus, pro-consul of Asia, is
accused of extortion, banished.

Annals

Giunio Silano, consul of Rome a
father of Giunia, accused of violat
the sanctity of Augusto and disdai
the majesty of Tiberio, is banished
Claudio Cesare, after the death of
Messalina, marries Agrippina throu
the efforts of Pallante.

Callistus, Narcissus, and Pallas all
recommend different candidates to
marry Claudius.
Mithridates, after rebellion and defeat, Mitradate rebels against Rome, is
defeated "by the power that a
arrives in Rome, not as captive but
with more arrogance than appropriate. thunderbolt against the enemies o
Tiber," goes penitent to Eunone,
travels to Rome, and is forgiven e
offense.

12.1.3, 2.3

Annals
12:15-20

Annals
12.25.1

Annals
12.26.1

Agrippina persuades Claudio "wit
Agrippina secures the adoption of
Nero with the help of her lover Pallas. blandishments" to adopt Nerone
son. Pallante is described as Agrip
paramour.

becomesAugustawith
Agrippinareceivesthe title of Augusta.Agrippina
marriage, not the adoption.
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Table 1 (continued)
USE IN ARGOMENTO

TACITUS

HISTORICAL EVENT

Annals

Earthquakeand strangeportentsoccur. The portentsare a resultof the
adoption of Nerone.

12.43

Annals
12.53

Annals
12.7.3

Mention of Pallas'descent from
Arcadiankings occurs as praisefor his
loyalty to Rome.
Senate validatesthe marriageof
Claudiusand Agrippina,primarily
through the effortsof Tigellenus.

The descent is brieflymentioned.

"In order to renderthese new nupt
more honest, he (Pallante)persuad
the senate to establisha law that ma
it legal for an uncle to marryhis
niece."

Annals
12.8.1

LuciusJunius Silantuscommits suicide; Claudio goes to the Temple of Dia
Claudiusordainsrituals,ceremonies at to make sacrificesin the aftermatho
the earthquake.
the Grove of Diana.
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from Tacitus-the earthquake and Claudius' need to make sacrifices in Diana's Temple-that were unambiguously associated
with Agrippina's plots and misdeeds.
The historical portion of the argomento also introduces the
opera's secondary plot, concerning King Mithridates of Bosphorus, to whom Tacitus also devotes considerable attention in
Book 12 of the Annals. Mithridates, who had previously been exiled from his kingdom for rebelling against the Romans (and
whose young brother was now king), gathered an army to re-take
Bosphorous, but was eventually defeated by the Romans. As
Aureli notes in the argomento, Mithridates then threw himself on
the mercy of King Eunones, who had previously assisted Claudius
in quelling the rebellion. Tacitus recounts how Eunones persuaded Claudius to pardon Mithridates, who was brought to
Rome, though not as a captive. Tacitus wryly notes that Mith-

ridates "showed more spirit than the situation warranted."
Mithradates'arrivalin Rome is the event with which Aureli begins his opera. The introduction of a foreign, eastern monarch
into a Venetian opera is by no means unusual;it was a plot line
used in any numberof operas.But Aureli'spainsto locate a historically plausiblemonarchwho fits perfectlyand conveniently into
the chronology is noteworthy.
Finally,the argomentoharkensback to a more distanthistorical incident, the reign of Tiberius, during which Junius Silanus,
Consul of Rome, had been banished, for, according to Aureli,
"violatingthe divinity of Augustus."The Juniusfamilywas one of
the most important and distinguishedin Rome, producing no
fewer than three consuls (includingone whose daughtermarried
Caligula).Annals3.66-69 reportsthat Consul GaiusJuniusSilanus
was accused of extortion in Asia and-in words quoted almost
verbatim in Aureli's argomento-was "charged with offences
against the divinity of Augustus and the imperial majesty of
Tiberius."Aureli seems to have been in need of a characterthat
was fully pedigreedin the historicalsources.Tacitusalso mentions
a numberof women namedJuniaSilana,any of whom could have
served Aureli's purpose in the opera, but Aureli's Junia Silana
(possiblythe banishedGaius'daughter)was the one describedby
Tacitus as "the equal of Agrippinain family distinction, beauty,
and immorality." At one time Agrippina's ally, Junia plotted
against the empress and was eventually exiled. Thus, even Giunia,
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Agrippina's enemy and competition in the opera, had a valid historical model.20
Only one other character omitted in the argomento but included in the opera had a genuine role in history, Lepido-listed
only as a "Duce Romano"-referring to Marcus Aemillius Lepidus, who also had had an affairwith Agrippina-presumably motivated (like Pallas) by political ambition. The characters missing
from Aureli's libretto-Seneca, who had been recalled from exile
should have been in Rome at this time and Claudius' children
Octavia and Britannicus-are in fact the more virtuous of the
Romans, alerting us to a missing "moral center"-arguably not
the case in Poppea.In other words, in Aureli's libretto, the imperial
Roman characters who might have restrained Agrippina or asserted some moral influence are nowhere to be found.21
The second part of the argomento deals with imagined
events, or what Aureli terms "accidenti verisimili" (realistic accidents). In this operatic fantasy, an innocent Silano (perhaps unfairly banished) conveniently finds himself in the court of
Mitradate, ideally situated to travel with Mitradate and Eunone to
seek out his long-lost daughter hidden in Rome and raised-in
perfect operatic tradition-by a benevolent nurse. The Temple of
Diana-in contradiction to both the historical record and the
the setting for the formalization of the
argomento-becomes
peace treaty (and an appropriately elaborate spectacle for the opera's opening scene).
Other events present even more playful expansions on the
facts recounted in the argomento. The emperor Claudio, husband
to Agrippina, falls in love with Giunia, the daughter of Silano, and
threatens to have his wife repudiated (another echo of L'incoronazione di Poppea). Meanwhile, the newly arrived Mitradate also
falls in love Giunia (who loves him in return). Unlike Poppea, in
which Nerone succeeds in repudiating his wife and marries "the
wrong woman," Claudio Cesarefollows the rules of comedy perfectly: The two couples are properly reunited at the end of the
opera-Mitradate marrying Giunia and Claudio returning to
MarcusJunius, consul of 19 A.D., was the father of LuciusJunius Silanus, the unfortunate
ex-fianc6 of Octavia who committed suicide and inspired Claudius' sacrifices to Diana. Gaius
Junius Silanus was originally banished to Gyaros, and then given the opportunity to retire to
Cythnos, which Aureli calls Citerea (islands in the Aegean).
21 See Jean Racine, Britannicus
(1639), in which Nero's villainy is given explicit treatment.
20
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Agrippina (informed readers would have known that Agrippina
will later poison Claudius).
The opera also abounds in other well-worn, if nonetheless ingenious, plot devices, such as disguise. Giunio Silano appears in
court incognito as Osmino, and Agrippina exchanges clothes with
Pallante to escape from jail-a marvelous precursor of Fidelio.
Aureli also uses one of his favorite theatrical devices: Nerone sings
and makes love to a portrait of Giunia (much to his mother's disgust), finally discarding it (and his infatuation) as a demonstration
of his loyalty and masculine virtues.22
But beyond these familiar plot devices and conventions is the
central plot, drawn from history, which focuses on Agrippina's
ambition and the adoption of Nerone. Although Aureli borrowed
numerous characters from history, Nerone and Agrippina are the
most "marked" in terms of historical reputation, engaging in the
Tacitist discourse that fascinated Venetians in the middle of the
century. This nod to Tacitus was accomplished not through disregard of opera's usual mechanisms but through their canny implementation, with the aid of a composer who also had a complete
understanding of how the genre worked. Boretti's musical setting
has the power not only to reflect the capricious nature of the plot

andaspectsof characterization
but alsoto conveytruthsonly im-

plicit in the argomento and actual text of the opera.
Much of the opera's political message is expressed through
the dramatic and musical representation of Agrippina. As the lover
of Pallante, mother of Nerone, and wife of Claudio, Agrippina
displays an unusual combination of erotic appeal, feminine wiles,
and fierce ambition. Our first glimpse of her in Act I, scene 5,
brings these elements to the forefront. Whereas the first few scenes
are set in Diana's Temple so that Claudio can establish peace with
Mitradate (and become enamored with the young Giunia),
Agrippina is shown in command of a private, inaccessible, and distinctly feminine realm-a Loco delitienel Monte celio-her pleasure
garden on Montecelio, one of Rome's outlying hills.

After Agrippina'sinitialaria,her lover and co-conspirator

Pallante arrives. The libretto is most explicit about her duplicity.
The emperor may be her Adone, she sings, but she is content to
enjoy herself with Pallante. She and Pallante do not actually sing a

On the portraitconvention in Aureli'slibretto, see Heller, "The Beloved's Image:
Handel'sAdmeto and the Statue of Alcestis,"Journalof the American
Musicological
Society
(forthcoming).
22
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love duet; their situation is far more voyeuristic. Agrippina prepares for a brief rest with a luxuriously seductive aria, "Soavissimo
oblio," while Pallante watches. She falls asleep in the garden, requesting that no one-except Nerone-be permitted to disturb
her. Pallante sings her a love song as she sleeps (presumably withdrawing afterward), and Nerone arrives in the following scene,
Act I, scene 7, and sings to his sleeping mother.
Nerone's aria is suggestive on several levels. Aureli's text reveals the impatience of the young prince, eager to fulfill his
mother's well-known ambitions and become emperor. Typically,
a scene such as this one might feature an opening passage of recitative before the aria. Instead, in Boretti's setting, the young man
enters his mother's private garden singing uninhibitedly: His impetuousness and impatience are immediately transformed into
song, as if this was a regular occurrence between mother and son
(see Appendix for the score of the aria).
In the first portion of the aria, Nerone complains of how
slowly time flies-how long he must wait for consolation. Boretti
set the first four lines with a lamenting affect-an expansive eightmeasure phrase in G minor that quickly expands into the upper
register before the gentle flourish on the word "volo"-a playful
sigh that descends with unexpected rapidity on the first beat.
Boretti's tonal strategy-the move to what in modem terms
would be considered a minor dominant (m. 5)-which was favored by Boretti's contemporaries for lamenting or even effeminate characters, highlights Nerone's ineffectuality (whereas the
major dominant has a strong relationship to the tonic key, the minor is far less definitive, thus virtually emasculating Nerone) (see
Appendix, Example Ia). The second portion of the aria reveals
why Nerone is lamenting: He cannot wait for the day when he
will receive the crown, and the beautiful name of "Caesar," and
have his hopes fulfilled. For the seconda parte (m.25), Boretti
switched to a 34 time signature-notating what is essentially a livelier tempo (see Appendix, Example Ib). At this point, Nerone's
emerging sense of self calls forth an instrumental accompaniment-perhaps hinting at the future tyrant's own musical prowess-and a dance-like energy that would undoubtedly have disturbed his mother's sleep.23
23 The musicaltreatmentof Nerone by Borettiis not dissimilarto a contemporarytreatment of anotherfamousson with an incestuoussubtext-Semiramide'sson Nino, who
changesidentitieswith his motherso thathe can go to war and she can stayat home in his
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This is Nerone the singer who luxuriates in the upper reaches
of his soprano voice, who plays the lyre, and who celebrates with a
pronounced capriciousness the day upon which he will be
crowned as Caesar, albeit without the gravitasexpected from the
future emperor of Rome. Even more suggestive is the abbreviated
return of the primaparte, which emerges almost too abruptly from
the conclusion of the secondaparte (see Appendix, Example Ic).
This final plea is now accompanied by a sensuous halo of strings
not heard in the aria's opening, as if to endow his words with special significance. This single gesture both confirms that his ambitions will be realized and provides a sensual lullaby for his mother.
As a monologue, this aria would be an elegant and revealing
glimpse of the young would-be emperor. But what is particularly
interesting is that Aureli and Boretti contrived for Nerone to sing
this lyrical mixture of boyish ambition and sensual longing to the
sleeping Agrippina in the privacy of her pleasure garden-a dramatic situation that would have certainly reminded the audience
of the persistent charge of incest between the two. But the sense of
intimacy is heightened in what follows. The sleeping Agrippina
calls out in her sleep to her son "Neron figlio," declaring that he
will be happy and that he will become Caesar. He listens in startled
disbelief-(" I'll be happy, and [be] Caesar? The shadows delude
you, my royal mother"). The stage directions then indicate that
she awakens from her dream and, seeing Nerone, moves toward
him. She tells him that she had seen an oracle from the heavens in
her dreams. The way would now seem clear for the two to
achieve their goals. Nerone's lyric display and Agrippina's dream
in the midst of Agrippina's pleasure garden are thus part of the
story of a too intimate relationship between mother and son, in
which the hint of unhealthy sexuality colors the overtly political
ambitions of the protagonists.
Agrippina's danger and power, however, are given more explicit representation in Act I, scene 9. Learning from her servant
Niso about Claudio's desire to marry the young Giunia, Agrippina
challenges fate, declaring it to be under her control. "Fierce destiny, I do not fear your blows; if I am Empress of the Tiber, if in
my scepter every power is joined, I will nail down the wheel of
396

place in Pietro Ziani's La Semiramide(1670)-although, arguably, Boretti was a much more
skilled composer. See Heller, Emblemsof Eloquence,237-239.
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Fortune." Boretti's setting of the passage provides a vocal demonstration of her power. The simple recitative suddenly breaks into
florid arioso as she describes the effect of power on fortune's
wheel. This show of strength might seem unremarkable in itself,
but, as the stage directions indicate, an earthquake-one actually
documented by Tacitus as having occurred in 49 A.D.-follows
her bold declaration. The earthquake operates on the level of metaphor, reflecting the ruinous politics with which the Venetians associated Agrippina.24
In the next scene, Claudio discusses the prospect of making
Giunia his wife with his counselor Lepido. Their conversation,
however, takes place in the same room that, according to the stage
directions, has been destroyed by the earthquake. Notably, neither
man comments about the apparent destruction that surrounds
them, as if the political situation has degenerated so far that even
the effects of this natural disaster merit no comment. Claudio, a
mere victim of Agrippina's will, can only attempt to complete his
business amid the ruin that she initiated. Agrippina's defiance of
fate and fortune--the power that Tacitus and subsequent commentators feared-could even cause the earth to move.
That Agrippina realizes her goals is not surprising. Indeed,
one of the oddities of seventeenth-century historical opera is the
extent to which the librettists and composers could create a happy
ending either by rewriting history (as in Busenello's and Cavalli's
La Didone, in which the Queen of Carthage lives happily ever after) or, as in the conclusion of Poppea,by whitewashing the insincerity or immorality in the historical record. In this instance,
Aureli manages both. At the end of the opera, when Giunia and
Mitradate and Agrippina and Claudio reunite in their "proper
configuration," Claudio not only swears eternal love to Agrippina,
but he also gives Agrippina another gift, his adoption of Nerone.
This is a stunning moment. Agrippina's dream is proven to be
valid; not even an earthquake could diminish her powers or mollify the imperial will. After a brief lyric exclamation of joy from
Nerone, in which song provides a mask for the corruption that
will ultimately follow, the opera ends with the happy duets of the
four lovers-seemingly no different from every other Venetian
opera. Aureli provides a plausible, if ahistorical ending, and in the
24

Aureli, Claudio Cesare,Act I, scene 9.
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final moments of the opera, the pull of convention-the indomitable spirit of the happy ending--seems to submerge historical
concerns.
The opera, however, does recount a significant historical
event-the adoption of Nero by Claudius through the influence
of Agrippina, displaying as well the unhealthy relationship between mother and son. Tacitist politics and notions about women
and empire are inextricably wedded to the lietofine in which imperial triumphs are, as with L'incoronazionedi Poppea,fraught with
historical consequences (not the least of which are Claudius' death
at the hands of Agrippina, the murder of Britannicus, the matricide of Agrippina by Nero, and Nero's kicking to death of his
pregnant wife Poppea). Moreover, as in Poppea,in Claudio Caesare,
lyricism became the tool for imparting the lessons of history, telling of Nero's ambition, vulnerability, and his unsuitability to
reign, as well as of Agrippina's ability to combine political acumen
with the manipulative power born of a strong sexual appeal.
That this story is pleasurable to the ear makes the message that
much more powerful. Like Agrippina's pleasure garden, full of
sensual delights, song provides a sonic veil under which darker
truth might still exist. The ability of music to deceive as well as to
persuade-something that Handel will explore with considerable
delight and skill in his Agrippina-is one of the most tangible results of the encounter between Tacitus and the genre of opera.
And lest we forget, Aureli has provided a detailed lesson in the
argomento, a document that traces the path between history and
operatic convention, about how events in the past can be made to
sing and speak on the stage. We may never know how closely seventeenth-century audiences listened to operas or read librettos,
but the clues to a deeper meaning were certainly there, should
they have chosen to follow them.
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APPENDIX: NERONE'S ARIA
Example Ia
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